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Welcome to the world of Dwarrior!

Dwarrior's journey is an effort to create value for the community,
for the future of Metaverse, and most importantly, for you.

We are honored to partner with you. Glad you are here! 

Dwarrior is the result of a professional and experienced team in
Blockchain Game. We are confident that Dwarrior is the First and
Biggest Project about the Three Kingdoms in the Metaverse.

Dwarrior's mission is to open up a new land - Where players who
are warriors can have fun and earn money without spending any
money.

Dwarrior's destination is POWER OF COMMUNITY!
And you are a part!
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Ian Scarffe, Blockchain and Crypto

Advisor, Ian is a serial entrepreneur,

investor and consultant with business

experience from around the world. As a

leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a personal

mission to develop a culture of

entrepreneurship. 

Top 1 ICO Advisors

PROJECTS RAISED: $665,626,214

ICOS: 119
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https://icoholder.com/en/ico-advisors?sort=projectraised&direction=desc&page=1
https://icoholder.com/en/ico-advisors?sort=icoscount&direction=asc&page=1
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https://dwarrior.io/

https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFT 

WEBSITE

TWITTER

https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial 
TELEGRAM OFFICIAL

https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial2
TELEGRAM OFFICIAL 2

https://t.me/DwarriorChannel
TELEGRAM CHANNEL

https://discord.gg/vMPam9axrq
DISCORD

https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFT
FACEBOOK

94.600 
FOLLOWERS

 

197.000
FOLLOWERS

 

90.000
FOLLOWERS

 

230.000 
FOLLOWERS

 

25.000
FOLLOWERS

 

15.000 
FOLLOWERS
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Game Dwarrior now has a product, can
launch Demo and test it.

IP Game is familiar, with a large number of

existing players in the traditional game

segment. The ability to reach the Chinese

market is very high compared to other

games.

Promotion constantly updated, easy to

play, easy to download, beautiful images,

multi-platform, many icons, diverse PET,

good story,

The construction plan and the direction of

the Project are clearly planned, detailed

and the progress is guaranteed.
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Launchpad ACY Finance floor confirm 100K, RuBy Media 50K confirm.

Safe Launcha 200K, Paragen 100K confirm if RedKite confirm.

Submit to exchanges: RedKite, Game Fi, Polka Starter, Pink Sell…

2 Partnership, 8 AMA in the near future.

Dwarrior is a Blockchain game application that can work on both PC and mobile

devices with Android and IOS operating systems. According to DataReportal,

the world has nearly 70% of the population using smartphones, this is the

opportunity and potential of Dwarrior when the game can be released on

multiple platforms on Mobile.
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Dwarrior is the pioneer in bringing the multiverse world into the Three
Kingdoms.
The game Three Kingdoms was too popular in the market. The context of
the Three Kingdoms with battles is very familiar and known to many
players over the years. But all the games about the Three Kingdoms that
exist are just for fun.

Dwarrior looks to the future and pushes the limits of the traditional Three
Kingdoms game. We create value for players, community and apply
Blockchain technology with new strides.

Provide more people with a Blockchain - Game - NFT hybrid platform that
allows them to own their characters, items and currencies. Our main goal
is to build a long-term development Dwarrior Project, opening an
ecosystem that combines the best of Blockchain Game. At the same time,
strive to create a united, strong and user-oriented community.
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Provide an opportunity for our community to earn money while still enjoying the
"PLAY FUN, WIN REAL MONEY" game. Especially for fans of the Three Kingdoms
strategy game genre. 

Not only those who have experience in Blockchain, Dwarrior brings an opportunity for
everyone to experience and join the Three Kingdoms world, enjoy emotions and earn
easy money.

Dwarrior is always with and ready to support players at any time, we aim to create
Power of Community and players are always the top priority of the Project. Dwarrior
brings Blockchain technology and new developments of the Three Kingdoms Game to
long-term access to many people. Our Responsibilities:

Create a user-friendly ecosystem, beautiful interface and easy to adopt.

Tokenization of generals and items in the game.

The form of playing makes money and the player does not have to spend any money.

Strong Community, always unite and help each other.

Dwarrior is a revenue based model that can be maintained with Dwar value inflation limit.
777
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The first difference is the selection of the theme of the Three
Kingdoms. This is a very old topic and has always existed
until now, which proves its great appeal to the gaming
community is never ending. Because of this, it will create
conditions for us to develop the metaverse universe of the
Three Kingdoms in the longest way. Unlike other games, at a
certain stage you will run out of ideas. And that makes us
different and possibly the strongest

The second difference is the Game Free to Play system, new
players are often afraid to spend money on the game, with
Dwarrior players do not need to spend any money. Everyone
has the opportunity to be ready to experience the game and
step into the Blockchain market without worrying about
financial risks.
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The third difference is that Dwarrior focuses on Community development and takes
Community as the main foundation for the development of the Project. We are goal-
oriented, understanding our players. That is the lasting and enduring foundation of
the Dwarrior.

The fourth difference, Dwarrior is the best bridge to entice non-crypto game players
to the new platform, the Three Kingdoms theme is the game they are all too familiar
with. It will be easier for players to adapt to a new paradigm based on what they've
been through. That is also the reason why we chose the game Three Kingdoms
because the number of people playing the game Three Kingdoms is extremely large, it
can be compared with any other big game like Fifa, or Counter Strike.

The final difference is the easy playing process, simple NFT mining steps, minimalist
game model but still attractive and vivid. Players will get used to the game content
through detailed instructions, and the admin team is ready to support users.

999
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Our team is experienced and highly specialized in the traditional Startup
Business, understands the operating rules, works with people, expands the
direction of the Project, runs a long-term development organization, sustainable
and understands the highly effective Marketing process.

We have strong resources behind that is a traditional trading company that has
been operating for more than 6 years. It is the springboard of the Dwarrior
Project to go further in the future and is invested as carefully and thoroughly as
possible. Our team takes the core of long-term development with a long-term,
persistent vision and business philosophies and orientations accumulated over
the years.

The team of Project Dwarrior are all people with long experience in personal
expertise, especially with traditional business models. Our team takes the
community and users as the foundation and goal. All areas of the project's
expertise are fully developed by us, aiming at the value of creating Power for the
Dwarrior Community.

121212
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Stake Dwar Token
Invite others to play the game
Play and win the challenges in the game
Collect and trade NFT champions and items on the market
NFT Marketplace & Payments: Users can buy and sell NFT assets
Dwarrior has a total of 64 extremely diverse Heroes created from Full HD
Visual Technology. All Heroes have realistic and sharp skill effects.

Players can choose 5 heroes and arrange formation to fight, earn rewards in the
game.

The special feature is that the countermeasures between the general systems
Gong > Support > Fa Gong > Gong are very diverse.

Play To Earn Features provide a way for players to receive benefits, profits and
rewards.

The first Ecosystem is DeFi x NFT Game with difference of Blockchain Technology
and Free to Play Model for earning and staking. This is the game's most
successfully adopted digital platform.

Dwarrior players don't have to spend any money to get started, and they can be
earned by:

131313
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This is a mode that allows players to immerse themselves in the game world through

activities and tasks. In PVE mode, you can freely level up, practice skills without worrying

about being ambushed by strong gamers. 

You can use Heroes to perform game missions, find items, gifts, and level up.

141414
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PVP is an acronym for Player versus Player. This is a human-to-human game mode. Here,

players can delight in showing off their skills to compete with other players.

PVP Mode uses their Heroes to fight with other players. Players can increase

rank, get rewards based on leaderboards every day and every month.

151515
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Dwarrior has millions of extremely diverse Heroes created from Full HD

Image Technology. Each hero has 4 mastery skills. All Heroes have realistic

and sharp skill effects. 

161616
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Like heroes and items in Dwarrior, pets are NFTs that can be

exchanged and traded. Pets are used for heroes to ride in battles. 

They are very rare and in the game are limited in number.

171717
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NFT Marketplace is a place where players can create, trade and collect digital products

such as heroes, items, pets...

GameFi's Ecosystem provides a Marketplace for gamers and sellers, buyers and

investors. Marketplace aims to develop into a one-stop shop for all in-game items and

content after integrating DeFi tools. 181818
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There are thousands of Heroes and millions of variably Evolved Items for

Player's Choices. 

Each Hero has 4 skills and can be matured in a new version, which provides

conditions for players to explore many unique strategies. 

191919
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0,004SEED 52.000.000 5,20%

0,006PRIVATE 148.000.000 14,80% 8% TGE, 2% at 3rd week, 2% at 2nd 
month then linear vesting over 10 months

PUBLIC 18.000.000 1,80% 0,008

322.000.000 32,20%ECOSYTEM FARMING 

LIQUIDITY 20.000.000 2%

TEAM 180.000.000 18%

MARKETING 200.000.000 20%

ADVISOR 60.000.000 6%

8% TGE, 2% at 3rd week, 2% at 2nd
month then linear vesting over 10 months

50% at TGE, lock for 1 month, 
then linear over 2 months

Lock in 36 months

Lock in 36 months

Unlock linear in 24 months

10% at 2nd week, lock for 2
weeks, then linear over 18 months

12.5% on the 4th week, lock for 2
months, then 12.5% quarterly

212121
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Verify ideals, start designing

and building the Dwarrior

games.

Complete coding the game.

Apply blockchain

technologies into the game.

Business expansion

Operating and exploiting

PvP battle

Equipement system

Publish our games on Google

Play and the App Store

Officially launching the game

and starting the staking pool.

Idle campaign

Launch ranking function

Research game and NFT

Develop NFT design.

Seed round private

Private sale round

Public sale

NFT marketplace for players

to buy/sell the bosses, heroes

Beta Test

NFT Farming

Evolutionary system

First Esport Gaming

Survival Arena

Event system
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Website: https://dwarrior.io/Website: https://dwarrior.io/Website: https://dwarrior.io/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFTTwitter: https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFTTwitter: https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFT

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFTFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFTFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFT

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/DwarriorChannelTelegram Channel: https://t.me/DwarriorChannelTelegram Channel: https://t.me/DwarriorChannel

Email: Dwarriornft8888@gmail.comEmail: Dwarriornft8888@gmail.comEmail: Dwarriornft8888@gmail.com

Telegram: https://t.me/DwarriorOfficialTelegram: https://t.me/DwarriorOfficialTelegram: https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial


